TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #112

W.10 SEC. 9110 COR. 1/4 E.9 T 3N R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: GLO P3 54 3N10
BK P9 2 111

CONDITION: GOOD
FOUND: 3" SQUARE POST

12" HEMLOCK 538°E 19.1K 1/2" HEMLOCK
BK 2 P9 111

NOT FD.

24" HEMLOCK 557°W 201K GLO P3 54

FD UPROOTED SERVING
6" HEMLOCK N 14°W 6'-ET
BK 2 P9 111

FD SNAG IS HIGH VISIBLE
9" HEMLOCK S 63°E 5'-ET
BK 2 P9 111

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 12" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TUBE & CEMENT
AT POSITION OF FD. 3" SQUARE POST SET BY B
* B6" Hat Section WEST 15 FEET

NEW BEARING TREES
*12" HEMLOCK N 85°E 922 1/4 S 510 BTC
*10" HEMLOCK S 38°W 3180 1/4 510 BTC

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 1/2 500' EAST OF AN OLD LANDMARK AND 1/2 50' NORTH OF A BRIDGE TOP MONUMENT IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR DAN MCHURT

DATE: 3-9-77 PHOTO:

* = County corner tag affixed.
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